DETERRENCE: Collected thoughts on Phil Karber, Jeffrey Lewis, Arms Control Wonk (7 December 2011)

Well, what to say about Phillip Karber’s forthcoming report that suggests China might have more than 3,000 nuclear weapons stashed away in all those tunnels that the Second Artillery has been building over the past few decades? Well, for one thing, Karber’s claims are utter nonsense. For another, Karber is unbelievably successful at generating unwarranted publicity.

- Plumbing the secret underground Great Wall, Bret Stephens, Wall St Journal (24 October 2011)
- Project reveals vast network concealing China weapons program, ABC-PM radio interview, Mark Colvin with Karber (8 December 2011)
- No, China does not have 3,000 nuclear weapons, Hans Kristensen, FAS Strategic Security Blog (3 December 2011)

DPRK: Space is common wealth: KCNA white paper, KCNA (29 November 2011)

North Korea asserted the DPRK’s right to pursue a space program for “peaceful purposes” and...
criticized the US for attempting to “monopolize space.” North Korea maintains that it has launched communication satellites instead of testing its ballistic missile system. KCNA has closely tracked satellite launches by other countries over the last year. Japan launched a spy satellite this week and the ROK plans four satellite launches next year.

- Japan launches new spy satellite, H-2A rocket hits 95% success rate, Mainichi News (12 December 2011)
- Four satellites expected to be launched in 2012, Chosun Ilbo (8 December 2011)
- KCNA articles on satellite launches and space programs, The Nautilus Institute (12 December 2011) [PDF, 13 kb]


Adaptation to accommodate climate change will frame the future for countries and communities across the globe. Responding to climate impacts as diverse as altered rainfall patterns, more frequent or intense extreme weather events, and rising sea levels will challenge decision makers at every level of government and in every sector of the economy. The pace, scale and scope of climate change impacts require different approaches to decision making.

- How institutions change: Perspectives on social learning in global and local environmental contexts, Heiko Breit et al. (editors), leske + budrich, pp. 380 (2003)

**ENERGY SECURITY: As coal use declines in U.S., coal companies focus on China**, Jonathan Thompson, Yale Environment 360 (8 December 2011)

Comparing the US coal industry to the cigarette industry of the 1980s, Thompson reports that US coal companies seek to export coal to meet China’s vast and growing needs through new terminals in Washington State, boosting sales as aging US coal-fired power plants are retired. Environmentalists see expanded US exports to China, by increasing global supplies and reducing prices, as countering efforts to limit CO2 emissions by reducing coal use.

- Shale gas opens door to U.S. LNG exports: Energy companies step up effort to ship surplus gas overseas, Steve Gelsi, MarketWatch (5 December 2011)
- Feds link gas fracking to drinking water pollution for the first time, Abrahm Lustgarten and Nick Kusnetz, ProPublica (9 December 2011)
- South Korea’s plans for tidal power: When a “green” solution creates more problems, Yekang Ko and Derek K. Schubert, NAPSNet Special Report (29 November 2011)

**GOVERNANCE AND CIVIL SOCIETY: South Korean President Lee orders**
tougher measures against Chinese fishing after stabbing, Cherice Chen, Taiwan News (13 December 2011)

The stabbing death of a ROK Coast Guard officer by Chinese fisherman illegally in ROK waters has strained relations between the two states, sparking violent ROK citizen protests and putting President Lee’s scheduled China visit later this month at risk. The ROK has demanded more effort on China’s part to address illegal fishing issues; China has responded by blaming illegal fishing on the fact that Chinese waters are already exhausted.

- No apology from China for killing of coast guard, Chosun Ilbo (13 December 2011)
- Officer killed in crackdown on illegal fishing, Yoo Ji-ho and Kwon Sang-soo, Joongang Ilbo (13 December 2011)
- Thousands of Chinese illegal fishing boats crisscross S. Korean waters, Jung Dae-ha, Hankyoreh (13 December 2011)
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